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Abstract High-spatial-resolution videos offer the possibility of viewing an arbitrary

region-of-interest (RoI) interactively. The user can pan/tilt/zoom while watching the

video. This chapter presents spatial-random-access-enabled video compression that

encodes the content such that arbitrary RoIs corresponding to different zoom factors

can be extracted from the compressed bit-stream. The chapter also covers RoI trajec-

tory prediction, which allows pre-fetching relevant content in a streaming scenario.

The more accurate the prediction the lower is the percentage of missing pixels. RoI

prediction techniques can perform better by adapting according to the video con-

tent in addition to simply extrapolating previous moves of the input device. Finally,

the chapter presents a streaming system that employs application-layer peer-to-peer

(P2P) multicast while still allowing the users to freely choose individual RoIs. The

P2P overlay adapts on-the-fly for exploiting the commonalities in the peers’ RoIs.

This enables peers to relay data to each other in real-time, thus drastically reducing

the bandwidth required from dedicated servers.

1 Introduction

High-spatial-resolution digital video will be widely available at low cost in the near

future. This development is driven by increasing spatial resolution offered by digital

imaging sensors and increasing capacities of storage devices. Furthermore, there

exist algorithms for stitching a comprehensive high-resolution view from multi-

ple cameras [24, 36]. Some currently available video-conferencing systems stitch
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a large panoramic view in real-time [2]. Also, image acquisition on spherical, cylin-

drical or hyperbolic image planes via multiple cameras can record scenes with a

wide field-of-view while the recorded data can be warped later to the desired view-

ing format [67]. An example of such an acquisition device is [1].

Imagine that a user wants to watch a high-spatial-resolution video that exceeds

the resolution of his/her display screen. If the user were to watch a downsampled

version of the video that fits the display screen then he/she might not be able to

view local regions with the recorded high resolution. A possible solution to this

problem is a video player that supports interactive pan/tilt/zoom. The user can thus

choose to watch an arbitrary region-of-interest (RoI). We refer to this functional-

ity as interactive region-of-interest (IRoI). Figure 1 shows screen-shots of a video

player supporting IRoI. Such a video player could also offer to track certain objects,

whereby the user is not required to control pan and tilt, but could still control the

zoom factor.

Some practical scenarios where this kind of interactivity is well-suited are: in-

teractive playback of high-resolution video from locally stored media, interactive

TV for watching content captured with very high detail (e.g., interactive viewing

of sports events), providing virtual pan/tilt/zoom within a wide-angle and high-

resolution scene from a surveillance camera, and streaming instructional videos cap-

tured with high spatial resolution (e.g., lectures, panel discussions). A video clip that

showcases interactive viewing of soccer in a TV-like setting can be seen here [3].

Consider the first example mentioned above, i.e., playback from locally stored

media. In this case, the video content is encoded offline before storing it on the rele-

vant media, for example, a high-capacity portable disk. Note that the RoI trajectory

is not known while encoding the content. An RoI trajectory is determined each time

a user watches the video with interactive pan/tilt/zoom. This leads us to two design

choices; 1) the video player can be designed to decode the entire high spatial resolu-

tion while displaying only the RoI or 2) the adopted compression format could allow

decoding only relevant regions, possibly with some overhead. Depending on the res-

olution of the video and the hardware capability of the player, the first design choice

might be prohibitive. Other application scenarios mentioned above entail streaming

from a remote source. In most cases, streaming the full spatial extent of the video

to a user can be ruled out due to prohibitive bandwidth requirement. If RoI-specific

portions can be streamed to the remote user, the RoI dimensions could be adapted to

suit the available data rate for communication apart from the user’s display screen

as noted above.

Now let us consider the difficulty of employing a standard video encoder in the

streaming scenario. A standard video encoder generally does not provide efficient

spatial random access, i.e., the ability to extract regions from the compressed bit-

stream. The video streaming can be for live content or for pre-stored content. For live

content, the server can crop out an RoI sequence on-the-fly considering the user’s

pan/tilt/zoom commands and compress it as a video sequence using standard video

encoding. The load of encoding might get prohibitively large with increasing num-

bers of users. Pre-stored content might not be stored in raw format implying that the

server has to decode the high-spatial-resolution video prior to cropping the RoI se-
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quence. Not only does the load of encoding increase, but if multiple users watch the

content asynchronously then even the decoding load at the server increases. On the

other hand, if a spatial-random-access-enabled video coding scheme is employed,

the server needs to encode the recorded field-of-view only once, possibly with mul-

tiple resolution layers to support different zoom factors. The encoding load can thus

Fig. 1 Screen-shots of a video player supporting interactive pan/tilt/zoom. Apart from displaying

the RoI, the video player can display a thumbnail overview to aid navigation in the scene. The

player could also offer to track certain objects, for example, the soccer ball and/or the soccer

players. In the tracking mode, the user is not required to control pan and tilt, but could still control

the zoom factor.
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be upper-bounded both for live content as well as pre-stored content irrespective of

the number of users.

In addition to limiting the encoding load, if the streaming bandwidth required

from the server can also be limited then the streaming system can scale to large

numbers of users. This chapter presents a solution that can be employed when sev-

eral users are synchronously watching arbitrary regions of a high-spatial-resolution

video. It hinges on employing application-layer peer-to-peer (P2P) multicast for de-

livering the streams to the users. The solution exploits the commonalities in the

peers’ regions such that they relay data to each other in real-time. This allows lim-

iting the bandwidth required at the server by making use of the forwarding capac-

ities of the peers. The main challenge is that user-interaction determines real-time

which regions are commonly wanted by which peers. The P2P overlay needs to

adapt quickly and in a distributed manner, i.e., peers take most of the action nec-

essary for acquiring the data they need, without much central intervention. Larger

dependence on central intervention represents another hurdle in scaling. The sec-

ond challenge is that peers can switch off randomly, taking away the resources they

bring with them.

Ideally, the changing RoI should be rendered immediately upon user input; i.e.,

without waiting for new data to arrive. If the client would delay the rendering until

new data arrive, the induced latency might hamper the experience of interactivity. In

both client-server unicast streaming as well as P2P multicast streaming, predicting

the user’s navigation path ahead of time helps pre-fetch relevant sub-streams. The

more accurate the RoI prediction the lower is the percentage of pixels that have to

be error-concealed.

This chapter is organized as follows. Section 2 provides a sampling of interactive

streaming systems found in the literature. The goal is to highlight the challenges

as well as earlier proposed approaches for providing random access, enabling pre-

fetching and P2P design for other interactive applications that are similar in spirit to

IRoI video. Section 3 discusses several approaches for providing spatial random ac-

cess within videos. It elaborates one video coding scheme in particular. This scheme

builds a multi-resolution pyramid comprising slices. It is shown how background ex-

traction can be used to improve the coding efficiency of such a scheme. The trade-off

in choosing the slice size is also analyzed. The slice size can be chosen to strike the

right balance between storage requirement and transmission bit-rate. Section 4 de-

scribes variants of pre-fetching schemes. In one of the variants, the RoI prediction

is based on analyzing the motion of objects in the video in addition to extrapolat-

ing moves of the input device. RoI prediction can be carried out at the client, at

the server or collectively. Section 5 presents the P2P multicasting system in which

peers can control their individual RoIs. Key aspects of the design are presented that

enable peers to receive and relay respective regions despite the challenges outlined

above.
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2 Related Work

This section draws on interactive streaming systems found in the literature. A brief

survey of the challenges in designing such systems and the solutions found in

the literature sets the stage for the discussion on video streaming with interactive

pan/tilt/zoom appearing in later sections. The later sections particularly aim at build-

ing a system that scales to large numbers of users.

2.1 Coding for Random Access

Images Remote image browsing with interactive pan/tilt/zoom is very similar in

spirit. It is generally used for high-resolution archaeological images, aerial or satel-

lite images, images of museum exhibits, online maps, etc. Online maps provide

about 20 zoom levels. The image corresponding to each zoom level is coded into

tiles. Generally, the images corresponding to different zoom levels are coded inde-

pendently. This so-called Gaussian pyramid fails to exploit redundancy across zoom

levels but provides easy random access. The server accesses the tiles intersecting the

selected view and sends these tiles to the user. Generally, after a zoom operation, the

relevant part from the current zoom level is interpolated to quickly render the newly

desired view. As the tiles from the new zoom level arrive, the graphics become

crisper. Note that this cursory rendering based on earlier received data might not be

possible for some portions due to lack of received data.

Interactive browsing of images using JPEG2000 is explored in [5, 72]. This lever-

ages the multi-resolution representation of an image using wavelets. This represen-

tation is not overcomplete unlike the Gaussian and Laplacian pyramids that gener-

ate more coefficients than the high-resolution image. JPEG2000 encodes blocks of

wavelet transform coefficients independently. This means that every coded block has

influence on the reconstruction of a limited number of pixels of the image. More-

over, the coding of each block results in an independent, embedded sub-bitstream.

This makes it possible to stream any given block with a desired degree of fidelity.

A transmission protocol, called JPEG2000 over Internet Protocol (JPIP), has also

been developed. The protocol governs communication between a client and a server

to support remote interactive browsing of JPEG2000 coded images [71]. The server

can keep track of the RoI trajectory of the client as well as the parts of the bit-stream

that have already been streamed to the client. Given a rate of transmission for the

current time interval, the server solves an optimization problem to determine which

parts of the bit-stream need to be sent in order to maximize the quality of the current

RoI.

Video The video compression standard H.264/AVC [4, 74] includes tools like Flex-

ible Macroblock Ordering (FMO) and Arbitrary Slice Ordering (ASO). These tools

were primarily created for error resilience, but can also be used to define an RoI prior

to encoding [21]. The RoI can either be defined through manual input or through au-
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tomatic content analysis. Slices corresponding to the RoI (or multiple RoIs) can be

encoded with higher quality compared to other regions. Optionally, the scalable ex-

tension of H.264/AVC, called SVC [6, 59], can be used for adding fine or coarse

granular fidelity refinements for RoI slices. The user experiences higher quality for

the RoI if the refinement packets are received. The RoI encoding parameters can be

adapted to the network and/or the user [12]. Note that these systems transmit the

entire picture while delivering the RoI with higher quality. Among the class of such

systems, some employ JPEG2000 with RoI support and conditional replenishment

for exploiting correlation among successive frames [20]. Parts of the image that are

not replenished can be copied from the previous frame or a background store.

In our own work, we have proposed a video transmission system for interactive

pan/tilt/zoom [44]. This system crops the RoI sequence from the high-resolution

video and encodes it using H.264/AVC. The RoI cropping is adapted to yield effi-

cient motion compensation in the video encoder. The RoI adjustment is confined to

ensure that the user does not notice the manipulation and experiences accurate RoI

control. The normal mode of operation for this system is streaming live content but

we also allow the user to rewind and play back older video. Note that in the second

mode of operation, the high-resolution video is decoded prior to cropping the RoI

sequence. Although efficient in terms of transmitted bit-rate, the drawback is that

RoI video encoding has to be invoked for each user, thus limiting the system to few

users. This system targets remote surveillance in which the number of simultaneous

users is likely to be less than other applications like interactive TV.

Video coding for spatial random access presents a special challenge. To achieve

good compression efficiency, video compression schemes typically exploit correla-

tion among successive frames. This is accomplished through motion-compensated

interframe prediction [26, 27, 28]. However, this makes it difficult to provide ran-

dom access for spatial browsing within the scene. This is because the decoding of

a block of pixels requires that other reference frame blocks used by the predictor

have previously been decoded. These reference frame blocks might lie outside the

RoI and might not have been transmitted and/or decoded earlier.

Coding, transmission and rendering of high-resolution panoramic videos using

MPEG-4 is proposed in [29, 31]. A limited part of the entire scene is transmitted to

the client depending on the chosen viewpoint. Only intraframe coding is used to al-

low random access. The scene is coded into independent slices. The authors mention

the possibility of employing interframe coding to gain more compression efficiency.

However, they note that this involves transmitting slices from the past if the current

slice requires those for its decoding. A longer intraframe period entails significant

complexity for slices from the latter frames in the group of pictures (GOP), as this

“dependency chain” grows.

Multi-View Images/Videos Interactive streaming systems that provide virtual fly-

around in the scene employ novel-view generation to render views of the scene

from arbitrary viewpoints. With these systems, the user can experience more free

interactive navigation in the scene [33, 70, 68]. These systems typically employ

image-based rendering (IBR) which is a technique to generate the novel view from
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multiple views of the scene recorded using multiple cameras [65, 41]. Note that in

these applications, the scene itself might or might not be evolving in time. Trans-

mitting arbitrary views from the multi-view data-set on-the-fly also entails random

access issues similar to those arising for transmitting arbitrary regions in interac-

tive pan/tilt/zoom. Interframe coding for compressing successive images in time as

well as from neighboring views can achieve higher compression efficiency but can

lead to undesirable dependencies for accessing random views. There exists a large

body of works that employs hybrid video coding for compressing multi-view data-

sets [13, 14, 34, 42, 25]. These studies highlight the trade-off in storage requirement,

mean transmission bit-rate and decoding complexity. Recently, an analytical frame-

work was proposed for optimizing the coding structure for coding multi-view data-

sets [16]. The framework allows multiple representations of a picture, for example,

compressed using different reference pictures. The optimization not only finds the

best coding structure but also determines the best set of coded pictures to transmit

corresponding to a viewing path. The framework can accommodate constraints like

limited step-size for view switching, permitting view switching only during certain

frame-intervals and capping the length of the burst of reference frames that are used

for decoding a viewed frame but are not themselves displayed. The framework can

minimize a weighted sum of expected transmission bit-rate and storage cost for

storing the compressed pictures.

The video compression standard H.264/AVC defines two new slice types, called

SP and SI slices. Using these slice types, it is possible to create multiple repre-

sentations of a video frame using different reference frames. Similar to the solu-

tions described above, the representation to be streamed is chosen according to the

reference frames available at the decoder. However, the novelty is that the recon-

struction is guaranteed to be identical. This drastically reduces the total number of

multiple representations required to be stored. SP frames have been used for in-

teractive streaming of static light fields [57, 56]. Another solution to the random

access problem associated with multi-view data-sets is based on distributed source

coding (DSC) [32, 7]. In this solution, an interframe coded picture is represented

using enough parity bits which leads to an identical reconstruction irrespective of

the reference frame used by the decoder. This implies that multiple representations

are not required to be stored, however, the number of parity bits is determined by

the reference frame having the least correlation to the frame to be coded. Similar to

some prior work based on hybrid video coding for multi-view data-sets mentioned

above, recent work based on DSC also explores the trade-off between transmission

bit-rate and storage requirement [17].

2.2 Navigation Path Prediction

A simple user-input device, for example a computer mouse, typically senses po-

sition. More sophisticated devices like game-controllers can also measure velocity

and/or acceleration. Studies on view trajectory prediction have been conducted in
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the context of Virtual Reality [10] and networked multi-player video games [66]. A

common navigation path prediction technique, dead reckoning, predicts the future

path by assuming that the user maintains the current velocity. The velocity can be

either read from the input device or computed from successive position measure-

ments.

In their work on interactive streaming of light fields, the authors predict the (x,y)
mouse co-ordinates based on dead-reckoning and translate these into the view-

point [58]. The use of a Kalman filter for head movement prediction in scenarios

where head movements can control the application have been proposed in [35]. In

prior work on dynamic light fields, six Kalman filters have been used for predict-

ing the 3-D co-ordinates and the 3 Euler angles that define the viewpoint [37, 38].

The viewpoint and the rendering algorithm together determine the number of views

that need to be streamed to the client. The authors mention two possible system

design choices. Viewpoints exceeding the bit-rate threshold can be disallowed or

those viewpoints can be rendered with lower quality by not streaming all the views

demanded by that viewpoint. The authors also note that if the streaming system al-

lows tuning into a view-stream only during certain frame-intervals, one can choose

an appropriately long prediction lookahead and tune into new view-streams before-

hand to avoid missing the join opportunities.

2.3 Multicasting

Multicasting can drastically reduce the bandwidth required from dedicated media

servers. IP multicast, specified decades ago [19], allows sending an IP datagram to

a group of hosts identified by a single IP destination address [9]. Hosts may join

and leave a multicast group at any time. This requires multicast-capable routers that

replicate packets as required. Even though IP multicast is extremely efficient at dis-

tributing data to multiple interested receivers, most routers on the Internet keep this

functionality turned off due to reasons related to security, billing and the size of

the data-structures to be maintained by the router. Nevertheless, the bandwidth con-

servation benefits of IP multicast have resulted in rising deployment for corporate

communications and, more recently, IPTV service.

The seminal work on receiver-driven layered multicast (RLM) [54] focuses on

video streaming without interactive pan/tilt/zoom. The authors propose compressing

the multimedia signal in hierarchical layers and letting individual receivers choose

the layers to join. Receiving more layers leads to better quality. Each layer is deliv-

ered using a different multicast group. Note that if a receiver joins too many layers

and creates congestion on a link then packets can be dropped indiscriminately from

all layers affecting received quality, possibly for multiple receivers that share the

congested link. A receiver performs regular tests to decide if it should unsubscribe

already joined layers or subscribe new layers. “Shared learning” among receivers

can reduce the number of tests and hence the convergence time.
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Recently, the RLM framework was adapted for interactive dynamic light field

streaming [37]. Depending on the chosen viewpoint, the client decides which views

and consequently which multicast groups to subscribe. The latency for joining a

new multicast group is generally low with IP multicast [22]. As in the case of RLM,

it is the client’s responsibility to avoid congestion on intermediate links. The source

does not adapt transmission to curtail congestion; it keeps transmitting IP datagrams

to the multicast groups’ addresses.

Contrary to network-layer IP multicast, P2P streaming implements the multicas-

ting logic in software at the end-hosts rather than routers inside the network [18].

Unlike IP multicast, the application-layer software can be widely deployed with lit-

tle investment. Although the P2P approach generally results in more duplication of

packets and inefficient routing compared to IP multicast, the benefits outweigh the

inefficiencies. The source as well as each peer can respond to local retransmission

requests as well as perform sophisticated packet scheduling to maximize the expe-

rience of downstream peers [61].

P2P streaming systems can be broadly classified into mesh-pull vs. tree-push sys-

tems [43]. The design of mesh-pull systems evolved from P2P file-sharing systems.

In these systems, a peer advertises the chunks of data that it has and complies with

requests to relay chunks to other peers. Tree-push systems, on the other hand, dis-

tribute data using one or more complementary trees. After finding its place inside

a distribution tree, a peer generally persists to keep its association with the parent

and its children and relays data without waiting for requests from children. Gener-

ally, tree-push systems result in fewer duplicate packets, lower end-to-end delay and

less delay-jitter [8, 46]. These traits are beneficial for interactive streaming systems

where select sub-streams of the coded content are required on-the-fly. A tree-based

P2P protocol has been recently proposed for interactive streaming of dynamic light

fields [39, 40]. Early results demonstrate the capability of the system to support

many more users with the same server resources as compared to traditional unicast

client-server streaming [40].

3 Spatial-Random-Access-Enabled Video Coding

We have proposed a spatial-random-access-enabled video coding scheme, shown

in Fig. 2, in our earlier work [47]. The coded representation consists of multiple

resolution layers. The thumbnail video constitutes a base layer and is coded with

H.264/AVC using I, P and B pictures. The reconstructed base layer video frames

are upsampled by a suitable factor and used as prediction signal for encoding video

corresponding to the higher resolution layers. Each frame belonging to a higher

resolution layer is coded using a grid of rectangular P slices. Employing upward

prediction from only the thumbnail enables efficient random access to local regions

within any spatial resolution. For a given frame interval, the display of the client

is rendered by transmitting the corresponding frame from the base layer and few P

slices from exactly one higher resolution layer. Slices are transmitted from the reso-
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RoI

RoI

Reconstructed
thumbnail video

Resolution layer 1

Resolution layer N

P slices

Fig. 2 The thumbnail video constitutes a base layer and is coded with H.264/AVC using I, P

and B pictures. The reconstructed base layer video frames are upsampled by a suitable factor and

used as prediction signal for encoding video corresponding to the higher resolution layers. Higher

resolution layers are coded using P slices.

lution layer that corresponds closest to the user’s current zoom factor. At the client’s

side, the corresponding RoI from this resolution layer is resampled to correspond to

the user’s zoom factor. Thus, smooth zoom control can be rendered despite storing

only few dyadically spaced resolution layers at the server. Note that the encoding

takes place once and generates a repository of slices. Relevant slices can be served

to several clients depending on their individual RoIs. The encoding can either take

place live or offline beforehand.

With the above-mentioned coding scheme, the thumbnail is transmitted continu-

ously. As shown in Fig. 1, the video player can display it to aid navigation. More-

over, the thumbnail can be used for error concealment, in case parts of the RoI do not

arrive in time. Ideally, the video delivery system should react to the client’s changing

RoI with as little latency as possible. The described coding scheme enables access

to a new region, with an arbitrary zoom factor, during any frame interval instead of

having to wait for the end of a GOP or having to transmit extra slices from previous

frames.

Compliance with State-of-the-Art Video Compression Standards Current video

compression standards provide tools like slices but no straightforward method for

spatial random access since their main focus has been compression efficiency and

resilience to losses. SVC supports both slices as well as spatial resolution layers.

Alas, SVC allows only single-loop decoding whereas upward prediction from inter-

coded base-layer frames implies multiple-loop decoding, and hence is not supported

by the standard. If the base layer frame is intercoded, then SVC allows predicting

the motion-compensation residual at the higher-resolution layer from the residual at

the base layer. However, interframe prediction dependencies across slices belonging

to a high-resolution layer hamper spatial random access. Note that the motion vec-

tors (MVs) can be chosen such that they do not point outside slice boundaries. Also
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Resolution layer n

Background frame
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Fig. 3 Each high-resolution layer frame has two references to choose from, the frame obtained by

upsampling the reconstructed thumbnail frame and the background frame from the same layer in

the background pyramid.

note that instead of SVC, AVC can be employed separately for the high-resolution

layers and the MVs can be similarly restricted to eliminate inter-slice dependencies.

However, this is very similar to treating the slices as separate video sequences. An

obvious drawback is the redundancy between the high-resolution slices and the base

layer. A second drawback is that after RoI change, a newly joined slice can only be

decoded starting from an intracoded frame. However, if the video player stops dis-

playing the thumbnail video, the transmission of the base layer can be discontinued.

Coding Slices with Multiple Representations Prior work on view random ac-

cess, mentioned in Sect. 2.1 employs multiple representations for coding an image.

Similarly, we can use multiple representations for coding a high-resolution slice.

This will allow us to use interframe coding among successive high-resolution layer

frames and transmit the appropriate representation for a slice depending on the slices

that have been transmitted earlier. For some representations, the MVs can be al-

lowed to point outside slice boundaries. Note that this might lower the transmission

bit-rate but more storage will be required for multiple representations. The benefit

of the scheme in Fig. 2 is that knowing the current RoI is enough to decide which

data need to be transmitted unlike the case of multiple representations where the

decision is conditional on prior transmitted data.

Improvement Based on Background Extraction Now let us see how the coding

scheme from Fig. 2 can be improved for higher coding efficiency without employ-

ing multiple representations. Although the coding scheme of Fig. 2 enables efficient

random access, upward prediction using the reconstructed thumbnail frames might

result in substantial residual energy for high spatial frequencies. We propose cre-

ating a background frame [45, 23] for each high-resolution layer and employing

long-term memory motion-compensated prediction (LTM MCP) [75] to exploit the
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correlation between this frame and each high-resolution frame to be encoded [48].

The background frame is intracoded. As shown in Fig. 3, high-resolution P slices

have two references to choose from, upward prediction and the background frame. If

a transmitted high-resolution P slice refers to the background frame, relevant I slices

from the background frame are transmitted only if they have not been transmitted

earlier. This is different from prior work [15] employing a background pyramid, in

which the encoder uses only those parts of the background for prediction that exist

in the decoder’s multi-resolution background pyramid. In [15], the encoder mim-

ics the decoder which builds a background pyramid out of all previously received

frames. Note that the camera is likely to be static in such applications since a moving

camera might hamper the interactive browsing experience. Background extraction

is generally easier with a static camera. Background extraction algorithms as well

as detection and update of changed background portions have been previously stud-

ied, for example in [30]. Note that the improved coding scheme entails transmitting

some I slices from the background frame that might be required for decoding the

current high-resolution P slice. Nevertheless, the cost of doing this is amortized

over the streaming session. Bit-rate reduction of 70–80% can be obtained with this

improvement while retaining efficient random access.

Optimal Slice Size Generally, whenever tiles or slices are employed, choosing the

tile size or slice size poses the following trade-off. On one hand, a smaller slice size

reduces the overhead of transmitted pixels. The overhead is constituted by pixels

that have to be transmitted due to the coarse slice grid but are not used for rendering

the display. On the other hand, reducing the slice size worsens the coding efficiency.

This is due to increased number of headers and inability to exploit correlation across

the slices. The optimal slice size depends on the RoI display dimensions, the dimen-

sions of the high-spatial-resolution video, the content itself and the distribution of

the user-selected zoom-factor. Nevertheless, we have demonstrated in prior work

that stochastic analysis can estimate the expected number of transmitted pixels per

frame [47]. This quantity, denoted by ψ (sw,sh), is a function of the slice width, sw

and the slice height, sh. The average number of bits per pixel required to encode

the high-resolution video frame, denoted by η (sw,sh), can also be observed or esti-

mated as a function of the slice size. The optimal slice size is the one that minimizes

the expected number of bits transmitted per frame,

(sopt
w ,s

opt
h ) = arg min

(sw,sh)
η(sw,sh)×ψ (sw,sh) . (1)

The results in our earlier work show that the optimal slice size can be determined

accurately without capturing user-interaction trajectories [47]. Although the model

predicts the optimal slice size accurately, it can underestimate or overestimate the

transmitted bit-rate. This is because the popular slices that constitute the salient ob-

jects in the video might entail high or low bit-rate compared to the average. Also, the

location of the objects can bias the pixel overhead to the high or low side, whereas

the model uses the average overhead. Note that the cost function in (1) can be re-

placed with a Lagrangian cost function that minimizes the weighted sum of the
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thumbnail video
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up to frame 
n+d

RoI trajectory
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frame n
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Predicted
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Fig. 4 Video-content-aware RoI prediction analyzes motion in the buffered thumbnail video

frames. The video transmission system ensures that some thumbnail video frames are sent ahead of

time. Although not shown in the figure, RoI prediction can alternatively be performed at the server.

In this case, the server can analyze motion in the high-resolution frames, however, the available

trajectory history might be older than current due to network delays. Also, the load on the server

increases with the number of clients.

average transmission bit-rate and the incurred storage cost. The storage cost can be

represented by an appropriate constant multiplying η (sw,sh).

4 Pre-Fetching Based on RoI Prediction

The rationale behind pre-fetching is lowering the latency of interaction. Imagine

that frame number n is being rendered on the screen. At this point, the user’s RoI

selection up to frame n has been observed. The goal is to predict the user’s RoI at

frame n + d ahead of time and pre-fetch relevant slices.

Extrapolating the Navigation Trajectory In our own work [53, 49], we have used

an autoregressive moving average (ARMA) model to estimate the velocity of the

RoI center:

vt = αvt−1 +(1−α)(pt − pt−1), (2)

where, the co-ordinates of the RoI center, observed up to frame n, are given by pt =
(xt ,yt) for t = 0,1 . . . ,n. The predicted RoI center co-ordinates p̂n+d = (x̂n+d , ŷn+d)
for frame n + d are given by

p̂n+d = pn + dvn, (3)

suitably adjusted if the RoI happens to veer off the extent of the video frame. The

prediction lookahead, d frames, should be chosen by taking into account network
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delays and the desired interaction latency. The parameter α above trades off respon-

siveness to the user’s RoI trajectory and smoothness of the predicted trajectory.

Video-Content-Aware RoI Prediction Note that the approach described above is

agnostic of the video content. We have explored video-content-aware RoI predic-

tion that analyzes the motion of objects in the video to improve the RoI predic-

tion [53, 49]. The transmission system in this work employs the multi-resolution

video coding scheme presented in Sect. 3. The transmission system ensures that

some future thumbnail video frames are buffered at the client’s side. Figure 4 il-

lustrates client-side video-content-aware RoI prediction. Following are some ap-

proaches explored in [53]:

1. Optical flow estimation techniques, for example the Kanade-Lucas-Tomasi (KLT)

feature tracker [73], can find feature points in buffered thumbnail frames and

track the features in successive frames. The feature closest to the RoI center in

frame n can be followed up to frame n + d. The location of the tracked feature

point can be made the center of the predicted RoI in frame n+d or the predicted

RoI can be chosen such that the tracked feature point appears in the same rel-

ative location. Alternatively, a smoother trajectory can be obtained by making

a change to the RoI center only if the feature point moves more than a certain

distance away from the RoI center.

2. Depending on the chosen optical flow estimation technique, the above approach

can be computationally intensive. An alternative approach exploits MVs con-

tained in the buffered thumbnail bit-stream. The MVs are used to find a plausible

propagation of the RoI center pixel in every subsequent frame up to frame n+d.

The location of the propagated pixel in frame n+d is deemed to be the center of

the predicted RoI. Although the MVs are rate-distortion optimized and might not

reflect true motion, the results are competitive to those obtained with the KLT

feature tracker [53]. The work in [69] is related in spirit, although the context,

mobile augmented reality, is different. In this work, MVs are used to track mul-

tiple feature points from one frame to the next while employing homography

testing to eliminate outliers among tracked feature points. The algorithm also

considers the case of B frames.

3. One can employ multiple RoI predictors and combine their results, for example,

through a median operation. This choice guarantees that for any frame interval,

if one of the predictors performs poorly compared to the rest, then the median

operation does not choose that predictor. In general, the more diversity among

the predictors the better.

Compared to the video-content-agnostic schemes, the gain obtained through

video-content-aware RoI prediction is higher for longer prediction lookahead d [53].

Moreover, unlike the above approaches that are generic, the motion analysis can be

domain-specific [49]. For example, for interactive viewing of soccer, certain objects-

of-interest like the ball, the players, the referees, etc. can be tracked and their posi-

tions can drive the RoI prediction.

In the approaches above, the user actively controls the input device and the goal

of the system is to predict the future path as accurately as possible. In another mode
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(a) Background frame (b) Frame number 600

(d) Frame number 1200(c) Frame number 1000

Fig. 5 (a) Background frame. (b)–(d) Example of player tracking. Tracked player is highlighted

for better visibility. The frames belong to the decoded thumbnail video having resolution 640×176

pixels. Note that a player is typically less than 5 pixels wide in the thumbnail video.

of operation, the system offers to track a certain object-of-interest for the user such

that it relieves navigation burden. In this case, a user-selected trajectory might not

be available for comparison or as trajectory history input. In this mode, the goal of

the algorithm is to provide a smooth trajectory without deviating from the object.

Figure 5 reproduces a result from [49] that shows the tracking of a soccer player

over successive frames of the thumbnail video. The algorithm is based on back-

ground subtraction and blob tracking using MVs. Note that a player is typically

less than 5 pixels wide in the thumbnail video. Alternatively, the server can process

the high-resolution video or the tracking information can be generated through hu-

man assistance and trajectories of certain objects-of-interest can be conveyed to the

clients to aid their pre-fetching modules.

5 P2P Multicasting for Interactive Region-of-Interest

From the perspective of allowing the system to scale to large numbers of users, it

is important to limit both the encoding load as well as the bandwidth required at

the server. The video compression approach presented in Sect. 3 limits the encoding

load on the server irrespective of the number of users. The goal of this section is to

limit the bandwidth required from dedicated servers. We assume that several users

are concurrently watching the video, however, each user enjoys independent control

of the region to watch. In this section, we review our IRoI P2P streaming system,

first introduced in [51, 50], that can achieve P2P live multicast of IRoI video.

5.1 System Architecture

We employ the compression scheme from Sect. 3, illustrated in Figs. 2 and 3, for

compressing the thumbnail video and the high-resolution layers. IRoI P2P aims to
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Fig. 6 Example illustrating RoIs of three users within the multi-resolution video representation.

The slices shown shaded are commonly wanted by more than one user and represent the “overlaps”

exploited by the IRoI P2P system.

exploit overlaps among the users’ RoIs. Figure 6 shows overlaps among RoIs of

three users. The P2P protocol builds on top of the Stanford Peer-to-Peer Multicast

(SPPM) protocol [62, 61] which operates in tree-push manner. SPPM was origi-

nally developed for P2P video streaming without any pan/tilt/zoom functionality.

Nevertheless, we can leverage SPPM for building and maintaining distribution trees

in a distributed manner. Each high-resolution slice, also called enhancement layer

slice, is delivered using a separate set of multicast trees. Similarly, multiple com-

plementary multicast trees deliver the thumbnail video, called the base layer. Each

peer subscribes the base layer at all times and additionally some enhancement layer

slices that are required to render the RoI. Peers also dynamically unsubscribe slices

that are no longer required to render the RoI. The RoI prediction lookahead accounts

for the latency in joining new trees as well as the playout delay that is employed to

mitigate delay jitter among the high-resolution slice packets.

5.2 P2P Protocol

The server maintains a database of slices that each peer is currently subscribed to.

Whenever the RoI prediction indicates a change of RoI, the peer sends an RoI-switch

request to the server. This consists of the top-left and bottom-right slice IDs of the

old RoI as well as the new RoI. In response to the RoI-switch request, the server

sends a list of potential parents for every new multicast tree that the peer needs to

subscribe. Corresponding to every multicast tree, there is a limit on the number of

peers the server can directly serve, and the server includes itself in the list if this

quota is not yet full. The server also updates its database assuming that the peer will
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Fig. 7 Cumulative distribu-

tion function (cdf) of slice

subscription durations for

the Soccer sequence. The

cdf is computed from 1000-

second-long user-interaction

trajectories of 100 peers. Peer

lifetimes themselves are ex-

ponentially distributed with

an average of 90 seconds.

The average slice subscription

duration for this sequence is

about 16.5 seconds.
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be successful in updating its subscriptions. After receiving the list from the server,

the peer probes potential parents for every new multicast tree it needs to join. If

it receives a positive reply, it sends an attach request for that tree. If it still fails

to connect, the peer checks for positive replies from other probed peers and tries

attaching to one of them. Once connected to any multicast tree corresponding to a

slice, the peer checks if it has previously received the corresponding background I

slice. If it has not then the peer obtains the background I slice from one of the peers

in the list or the server.

When the RoI prediction indicates a change of RoI, the peer waits a while be-

fore sending leave messages to its parents on trees that its RoI no longer requires.

This ensures that slices are not unsubscribed prematurely. On the other hand, the

peer sends leave messages to its children immediately but keeps forwarding data

as long as it receives data from its parent. Upon receiving leave messages, the re-

spective children request potential parents’ lists from the server for the respective

multicast trees and try finding new parents. The delay in unsubscribing is chosen

such that the children experience a smooth handoff from old parent to new parent.

In rare cases, a child peer takes longer than the handoff deadline to find a new parent

and experiences disruption on that tree. The cumulative distribution function (cdf)

of slice subscription durations shown in Fig. 7 indicates how long peers attach to

a multicast tree. For the shown example, there are two high-resolution layers apart

from the thumbnail video. The RoI is 480×240 pixels whereas the highest resolu-

tion layer is 2560× 704 pixels. The total number of slices, counting the thumbnail

video as one slice and counting slices of the two high-resolution layers, is 382. Each

peer subscribes about 24 slices on average corresponding to about 1.1 Mbps bit-rate,

whereas the collective bit-rate of all the slices is about 14.1 Mbps.

In addition to leaving multicast trees gracefully, peers can also switch off alto-

gether leading to ungraceful departures. If a child peer does not receive data for a

particular tree for a timeout interval, it assumes that the parent is unavailable and

tries to rejoin the tree by enquiring about other potential parents. To monitor the on-

line status of parents, peers send Hello messages regularly to their parents and the

parents reply back. Since most tree disconnections are graceful and occur due to RoI

change, the interval for sending Hello messages can be large to limit the protocol
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Fig. 8 Trace of received,

required and missing slices

shown collectively for 100

peers watching the Soccer

sequence. The percentage of

missing slices is about 8.3%.

The server was limited to

directly serve up to 3 peers per

multicast tree. One multicast

tree was built per slice. Note

that due to the unsubscription

delay, peers can receive more

slices than required.
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overhead. Similar to SPPM, a loop-avoidance mechanism on individual distribution

trees ensures that a descendant is not chosen as a parent [62, 64, 63, 11, 61]. For

additional details on peer state transitions and timeouts associated with sending and

receiving control messages, the reader may refer to [60].

The server advances the base layer transmission slightly compared to the trans-

mission of the enhancement layer slices. This way peers can buffer some base layer

frames as well as request retransmissions of lost base layer packets. The stringent la-

tency constraint associated with interactive RoI makes retransmissions of enhance-

ment layer packets difficult. Recall that the base layer can be used to fill in missing

parts while rendering the RoI. The error-concealed parts might appear blurry but the

user experiences low-latency RoI control.

5.3 Protocol Performance

A simulation with 100 peers was carried out by implementing the IRoI P2P protocol

within the NS-2 network simulator. The shape of the cdf of peer uplink capacities

was modeled after the one presented in [55], however, the average of the peer uplink

capacities was set to 2 Mbps, slightly higher than the 1.7 Mbps average reported

in [55]. A single tree was built per slice. The average upper bound of PSNR among

the peers was 41.9 dB. This corresponds to the hypothetical case when each peer

receives all the slices that it needs. The average lower bound of PSNR among the

peers was 30.6 dB assuming that the base layer is successfully received. The lower

bound corresponds to the case when no high-resolution slices are received by the

peers and the RoI is rendered only using the base layer. The average PSNR was

found to be 38.6 dB, indicating that peers receive most of the enhancement layer

slices required to render respective RoIs.

Figure 8 shows the trace of received, required, and missing slices collectively

for the 100 peers. The percentage of missing slices is about 8.3%. The server was

limited to directly serve up to 3 peers per multicast tree. Note that without such a

limit, the server’s capacity might be exhausted and the system might not be able to
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supply a new slice that no peer currently subscribes. Interestingly, the average num-

ber of slices with non-zero fan-out is only about 172 indicating that all slices are

not streamed all the time. The load on the server was about 13.7 Mbps which is less

than the 14.1 Mbps bit-rate of the multi-resolution representation. Another simula-

tion was carried out in which two multicast trees were built per slice delivering odd

and even frames respectively. The percentage of missing slices remained roughly the

same, however, it was observed that for about 65% missing slices, the corresponding

slice from the previous frame was available. This allows error-concealment using

pixels from the previous frame in most cases, thus maintaining high spatial reso-

lution, which is important for virtual pan/tilt/zoom. The picture quality was better

even though the average PSNR improved by only about 0.05 dB. In experiments

with other high-spatial-resolution video sequences, the average PSNR improved by

about 1–2 dB compared to single tree per slice. The protocol overhead due to control

messages was observed to be between 5–10% of the total traffic.

5.4 Server Bandwidth Allocation

The slices hosted by the server constitute a set of P2P multicast streams which

generally vary in popularity. A framework for server bandwidth allocation among

multiple P2P multicast streams has been proposed in a related thread of our re-

search [50, 52]. The framework accommodates multiple multicast trees per stream

and can take into account the popularity, the rate-distortion operating point as well

as the peer churn rate associated with each stream. The framework allows minimiz-

ing different metrics like mean distortion among the peers, number of frame-freezes

overall, etc. When the available server bandwidth is scarce, it is very important to

judiciously allocate rate to the most important slices. For the above example with

100 peers and 2 trees per slice, the server capacity was set to 10 Mbps and the limits

on the numbers of direct children associated with the multicast trees were computed

by minimizing expected mean distortion. Note that the 10 Mbps server capacity

is less than the 14.1 Mbps bit-rate of the multi-resolution representation. The opti-

mized rate allocation among the slices was compared against a heuristic scheme that

sequentially allocates rate to slices with ascending slice IDs, stopping when the ca-

pacity exhausts. The optimized rate allocation resulted in about 21% missing slices

whereas the heuristic scheme resulted in about 82% missing slices.

6 Conclusions

In this chapter, we have reviewed the technical challenges that must be overcome to

watch high-resolution video with interactive pan/tilt/zoom and possible solutions.

IRoI video streaming allows watching user-selected portions of a high-resolution

video even on displays of lower spatial resolution.
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In the remote streaming scenario, the transmission of the entire high-resolution

video is generally not possible due to bandwidth limitations. Broadly speaking,

there are two approaches to provide a video sequence as controlled by the user’s

pan/tilt/zoom commands. The RoI video sequence can either be cropped from the

raw high-resolution video and encoded prior to transmission or the adopted com-

pression format can allow easy extraction of the relevant portions from the com-

pressed representation. The first approach possesses the drawback that RoI video

encoding has to be performed for each user separately. Additionally, if the high-

spatial-resolution video is not available in the raw format and the users watch the

sequence asynchronously, the high-spatial-resolution video has to be decoded be-

fore cropping the RoI sequence for each user.

Spatial-random-access-enabled video compression limits the load of encoding to

a one-time encoding of the video, possibly with multiple resolution layers to support

continuous zoom. This is beneficial for streaming both live content as well as pre-

stored content to multiple users. Even when the video is played back from locally

stored media, a different RoI trajectory has to be accommodated each time a user

watches the content. Spatial random access allows the video player to selectively de-

code relevant regions only. This chapter presents a spatial-random-access-enabled

video coding scheme in detail that allows the receiver to start decoding a new re-

gion, with an arbitrary zoom factor, during any frame interval instead of having to

wait for the end of a GOP or having to transmit extra slices from previous frames.

Background extraction can be used with such a coding scheme to reduce transmis-

sion bit-rate as well as the size of the stored video. We also show how to choose the

slice size to attain the right balance between storage and mean transmission bit-rate.

Pre-fetching helps to reduce the latency of interaction. Irrespective of whether

pre-fetching is employed or not, having a base layer helps render missing parts of

the RoI. This way, the system can always render the RoI chosen by the user, thus

offering accurate and low-latency RoI control. The chapter presents several RoI

prediction techniques for pre-fetching. Some techniques are employed at the client,

some at the server and some are distributed between the server and the client. For

example, the server can send the trajectories of key objects in the video to the clients

to aid their RoI prediction modules.

This chapter also shows how to use P2P streaming to drastically reduce the band-

width required from the server for supporting increasing numbers of users. It is cru-

cial for this approach that the P2P overlay reacts quickly to the changing RoIs of the

peers and limits the disruption due to the changing relationships among the peers.

The IRoI P2P protocol presented in this chapter makes sure that a child-peer experi-

ences smooth transition from old parent to new parent when the old parent willfully

unsubscribes a multicast tree that is no longer required for its RoI. Typically, when

users choose regions from a high-spatial-resolution video, some regions are more

popular than others. It is very important, especially when the server has limited

bandwidth, to judiciously allocate the available rate among the regions streamed by

the server.

Spatial-random-access-enabled video coding plays an important role in the P2P

distribution system. It simplifies the peer’s task of choosing which multicast trees
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to join on-the-fly. A scheme based on multiple representations coding of the slices

might further reduce the download rate required by each peer. However, such a

scheme might reduce the degree of overlaps and affect the gains possible from the

P2P approach apart from requiring more storage space at the server. The IRoI P2P

system presented in this chapter assumes that peers watch the video synchronously.

If peers can watch any time-segment, i.e., rewind and fast-forward then the rele-

vant data could still be retrieved from each others’ cache. Since storage is becoming

cheaper, the cache size employed by the peers for storing previously received con-

tent can be assumed to be reasonably large. Such kind of “time-shifted streaming”

can be looked upon as the temporal counterpart of the spatial freedom provided by

pan/tilt/zoom. A system providing both functionalities would be a natural extension

of the system presented here.
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